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Abstract

Prosodic features were varied in four sentences synthesised using a developmental version of the Infovox 330 concatenated diphone Swedish male voice. The sentences were part of an interactive evaluation test carried out on a commercial website for a period of three months: 78 girls and 56 boys between the ages of 5 and 13 rated the sentences on a qualitative four-point scale. Results indicate that both girls and boys interpret large-scale F0 manipulations as representing a fun voice while longer durations are generally regarded as boring, especially by the boys. The results also confirm the feasibility of using a website for remote evaluation even with children.

1 Introduction

There is currently considerable interest in examining different speaking styles for speech synthesis including aspects of naturalness, expressiveness and emotional variability (Keller, forthcoming). It has been shown that there are prosodic differences between child-directed natural speech and adult-directed natural speech. These differences often lie in increased duration and larger fundamental frequency excursions in speech intended for children (Bredvad-Jensen 1995, Sundberg 1998). In a previous study comprising a limited number of subjects, children responded to prosodic differences in both formant and concatenated synthesis in a fairly consistent manner, preferring large manipulations in F0 and duration when a fun voice was intended (House et al. 1999).

This paper presents results from a follow-up study carried out on a much larger scale. The goal of the study was two-fold. First of all we wanted to see if the previous results could be replicated using a commercial web-based evaluation environment which would attract considerably more subjects. Secondly, we wished to test the feasibility of using such a web-based environment for testing children.

2 Method

The study was carried out in collaboration with a leading Swedish company for learning software, Levande Böcker i Norden AB. The web-based evaluation environment used for this study was constructed as part of Levande Böcker’s website for children between the ages of six and thirteen (http://www.barnlandet.se/). Subjects entered the test environment by clicking on a blimp flying over the sea on the website’s main page. Inside the airship, the subjects listened to each version as many times as they wanted by clicking on a numbered button on a virtual handheld computer (see Figure 1). The subjects could listen to each version as many times as they wanted by clicking on a numbered button on the monitor. To make the test more interesting, each sentence was coupled to a different character on the monitor. The four sentences were always presented in the dialog order as listed above, with the other variables being randomised (i.e. version presentation order and character). When the subject had evaluated all four versions of sentence 1, sentence 2 was presented, and so on until the subject completed the test. Information containing each subject’s name, age, gender and evaluation results were logged and collected in a database over a period of three months.

(1) När jag blir vuxen vill jag bli VETENSKAPSMAN.
When I grow up I want to be a SCIENTIST.

(2) Ja! Vetenskapsmän får ju göra så många SPÅNANDE saker.
Yes! Scientists get to do so many EXCITING things.

(3) Kommer MASKINERNA att kunna läsa våra TANKAR?
Will MACHINES be able to read our THOUGHTS?

(4) Jag HOPPAS dom inte kommer att kunna läsa MINA tankar!
I HOPE they won’t be able to read MY thoughts!

3 Results

A total of 78 girls and 56 boys between the ages of 5 and 15 completed the entire test. In Figure 2 the age distribution of the subjects is shown along with the distribution of votes for the four evaluation categories as a function of prosodic type for all children and for girls and boys separately. As can be seen, the versions with extended F0 range were evaluated as more fun than those with default F0 values, and versions with extended durations were judged as more boring than those with standard durations. The combination of extended F0 range and extended duration was also evaluated as more fun than the default, especially by the girls. A $\chi^2$ test of independence on the distribution for all children gives $p<0.001$ where $\chi^2=30.44$ and df=9.
The use of only two prosodic parameters in this experiment demonstrates the importance of F0 and duration for expressive synthesis. However, the general bias for evaluating voice quality characteristics is likely to be highly relevant to the creation of a convincing fun voice. For a fun voice, other parameters may be needed in addition to a more carefully controlled relationship between duration, F0 peak height and F0 range such as those proposed in Bruce et al. (1995). In addition to such strictly prosodic parameters, voice quality characteristics are likely to be highly relevant to the creation of a convincing fun voice (Gustafson & House, forthcoming). Further investigations are also needed to establish how voice quality characteristics interact with the prosodic parameters.

4 Discussion
These results are consistent with the results of the earlier experiment (House, et al. 1999) and also verify the feasibility of using the Internet for running remote evaluation experiments even with children. The age distribution shown in Figure 2 is quite in accordance with the expected distribution regarding the user profile of the Levande Böcker website. This helps offset concerns about the lack of control over the selection of subjects. Additionally, the number of subjects who completed the test during the three-month period is encouraging for the use of this type of evaluation in the future. Of course, access to a website which attracts many visitors is a prerequisite.

Figure 2. Age distribution of the subjects and results for prosodic type.

In Tables 1-3, the distribution of votes are collapsed into two categories: boring and fun as a function of prosodic type, sentence and character ID. A $\chi^2$ test of independence was run on the distribution for all children in each table. Table 1 (prosodic type): $\chi^2=172.98$, df=3, $p<0.001$; Table 2 (sentence): $\chi^2=8.16$, df=3, $p<0.05$; Table 3 (character): $\chi^2=1.43$, df=3, $p>0.05$. Differences by prosodic type were highly significant while those by character were not significant. Differences by sentence were marginally significant.
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